
Name of the App:                                    Quarterquest Speicherstadt
URL: https://itunes.apple.com/de/app/quarterquest-hamburg-speicherstadt/id577797828?l=en&mt=8
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      Structure of the app:

          Mainmenu: 

          1. About 
          1.1.  „your Quest“ ( App-explanations + informations about HH) 
          1.2. Gaming rules 

           2. Training ( Exercise- quest) 

           3. Quest 
           ( You can choose if you want to play alone or in a group, after that : start the game) 

   
 



          

 

 Game overview

 Quarterquest is an interactive tour through a (or your) city, where you have to solve riddles.

           - Each tour ( Quest ) has 13 „question-sheets“ about Hamburg (multiple choice).  
    - After every questions you have to change the place and follow a navigation.
            New place - new question about the city.  The answer can be found in the area around.

            First choose a starterpoint. You can choose between 3 starterpoints.

  After that:    
      

      start your „Quest“

         
             



          

                  (1)  
 Each sheet is structured in: 

 1. Picture of the Place
 2.  Static Map, from there you can switch to GPS Map
 3. Description (of the place you are) 
 4. Task 

 (1) Example:

 Task 5 of 13:
 When was the „Wandrahmsteg“ built? 
 a) 1920
 b) 1967
 c) 1962
 d) 1984
 If your answer is correct, you get more explanations            (2)
 about the place and the answer. (2)

 After that you can go to the next Question. 
 Your time is measured all the time, but you can pause.



          

 
 After each right answer you have to go on with your tour.    (3)   (4)
 Between each question is a written description of the way, (3)
 but you can also use GPS navigation. (4)  

 

           (5)
 
 
 After finishing your Quest you have an overview of all the features.
 Pretty nice is also the last feature „Nearby..“
 There are suggestions, what you can do around the area. (5) 
 Now you can start a new Quest in „Quarterqest Speicherstadt“ 
 (For each station, a various number of questions) 
  


